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India is a nation that exhibits an unmatchable blend of harmony and unity. It is the only secular
nation where people of versatile custom, culture and religion reside together in peace and joy. Just
like the vibrant mass of people, India has a unique flavor that displays riot of colors and hues in
every aspect such as lifestyle, dress attire, food habits and lots more. Here in this article we will be
discussing about the dress and fashion trend of women in India that makes for a thing to admire
worldwide.

Each state of India has its own style of dressing, but sari makes the most prominent women wear
that is universally loved and used in every part of the country. Apart from this, another popular dress
that has not only made it big in the Indian market but also among international people is the Punjabi
suit or Shalwaar Kamiz that is basically a three piece wear. It comprises of a knee length kurta
(Kamiz), a loose fitted pant (Shalwaar) and a single piece of cloth known as dupatta or churni. But
with modern age, new and western style is ruling the roost, thus making Indians fashion conscious
and trendy. Women of today love to sport Salwar Kameez in a new and contemporary avatar that
not only celebrates their beauty but also makes them look smart and fashionable.

Nowadays, the Indian shops are flooded with Kurta for women that can be teamed up with tight
fitted leggings, churidaar, gipsy pants and many more. Not only for women, even men of today are
sported wearing kurtas made of varied materials and design to exhibit a casual and laid back feel.
Having a thin line of difference between kurta for women and kurta for men, this dress apparel is
definitely the latest craze among people, especially youngsters. While the kurta for women are
popularly known as â€˜kurtiâ€™, it comes available in various cuts and lengths such as short length, long
length, short sleeve, long sleeve, side slit and many more. On the other hand, kurtas for men are
commonly found in short length and loose fitted style that is perfectly suited for casual get together
and gatherings.

Another womenâ€™s attire that has come a long way from its traditional days is the Indian ghagra choli
that is favored by all and everyone for its beauty, grandeur and charismatic beauty. Though
previously, ghagra choli was used as a brideâ€™s wear in marriages and wedding occasions, nowadays
it is worn by not only locals but also people of abroad in social parties and gatherings. The most
prominent trait of an Indian ghagra choli is that it brings out the feminine beauty of a woman at its
best, thus making her the focus of all eyes.

To stand tall among others in any social function, it is always suggested that you return to the
flavors of the root that is sure to be a hit among all. Just team up an Indian attire such as Punjabi
suit, Shalwaar Kamiz or Indian ghagra choli with suitable accessories such as bangles, necklaces,
designer purses, bindis and many more.
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Roshans-Fashion is best website for carry a wide range of  Indian fashion shops. We provide all
Men, Women and Childrenâ€™s clothing like Kurta for women, a Kurta for men and a  Indian ghagra
choli . For more Information please visit our website roshansfashion.com.au
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